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JOURNAL
Medical manpower

Are we on the brink of producing too many doctors ? Such a
question would barely have been asked even two years ago.
Yet today the debate is arousing passions on either side resemb-
ling those of the factions in Lilliput and Blefuscu-who
finally went to war over the correct end to crack one's egg.
And the terms Swift used are well suited to delineate the issues.'

For their part, the medical big-enders argue that manpower
planning is inherently futile: past recommendations (such as
those of the Willink report2) aggravated instead of solving
problems of medical staffing. Moreover, faced with the present
shortage of junior doctors in the peripheral hospitals and the
likelihood of less help from overseas graduates-not to mention
the proposed reduction in the size of general practitioners'
lists-they point to the many existing vacancies needing to be
filled before our hospitals can deliver a proper service. Finally,
there are the number of good candidates for medicine being
denied training because of a shortage of places at our medical
schools (discussed by Mrs Welbourn in her article at p 501).
The small-enders, on the other hand, emphasise that oppor-

tunities for practice abroad are rapidly disappearing. Virtually
every country in the world has expanded its intake of medical
students; the economic recession is bound to curb much growth
in health care, while, even if a decision was taken today to
limit student numbers, such is the length of the training period
that it would be 1984 before it would have any effect. Given
that many of the best brains of the nation are being trained at
great expense (a total cost of around £30 000), are we justified
in diverting them away from careers which might improve
our manufacturing performance, thereby creating the national
wealth needed to replace our hospital slums, among other
things ? True, a few doctors such as Parkhouse3 4and Doran5
have produced careful calculations on the supply of doctors,
job opportunities, and migration estimates. They have high-
lighted our "transition matrix" problem created by the lack
of correlation between junior posts and ultimate career
opportunities. Beyond that, however, their analyses illustrate
the limitations ofstatistical calculations such as those apparently
relied on by the Department of Health. Yet, even when these
are reliable figures, they are not always acted upon, as is well
illustrated for another profession, schoolteaching, in the article
by Stuart Maclure (p 498). Here the authorities were in
possession of rather harder data than could ever be possible
for health: they knew, for instance, the number of children
who would be entering school each year, and, presumably, the
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rough size projected for classes. Despite this, the teacher
population was allowed to expand to 440 000 in 1976 from a
figure of 363 000 in 1970; today some 20 000 teachers are
unemployed.
The case by the small-enders-who we believe are in the

right-really started with a thoughtful debate by the junior
doctors at last year's Annual Representative Meeting.6 Their
thesis has recently been powerfully supported by two separate
sources: the BMA's draft evidence to the Royal Commission,7
and the President of the Royal College of Physicians, Sir Cyril
Clarke.8 Both agree that the issue of medical manpower cannot
await the commission's final report: if its members cannot give
an early pronouncement the matter will need to be dealt with
independently. They also agree that our own statistics cannot
form the basis of useful predictions. The BMA draft highlights
this by taking two recent and contradictory figures on the
number of medical graduates from the DHSS and applying to
them two rational presumptions to achieve quite different
results.
One ofthe most unpredictable elements ofthe problem, both

authorities point out, is the new EEC arrangement which
allows doctors to practise in other member countries. Possibly
this may be one source of brain drain, but equally possibly
European doctors may come here for training. Neither refer,
however, to doctors from the Irish Republic, which in pro-
portion to its population produces a large number of doctors.
Lacking local opportunities, many of them have traditionally
gone to North America, but, this opening denied, Ireland may
also suddenly be flooded with doctors, who will then seek
posts in Britain and the Common Market.

Sir Cyril suggests that there should be a small reduction ofthe
student quota for each ofour 26 medical schools to deal with an
anticipated "bulge" of medical graduates. Oneof hisimportant
proposals is at variance with the BMA document: a suggestion
that Britain should have a "specialist" career grade as exists
in Europe, with a salary scale between senior registrar and
consultant, and eligibility for at least the lower ranges of
distinction awards. This would create a specialist category
broadly in accord with that found in other parts of the world.
The consultant system is, in fact, the most atypical aspect
of British medicine rather than the existence of the NHS,
which has a counterpart in most countries.

In all this, the complex web of the control of medical
student numbers (with its knots of intrigue and strong strands
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of self-interest) needs to be mentioned. In theory the universi-
ties are independent and decide on how many undergraduates
they will take in any faculty according to the demand for
places and the powers of persuasion of the senior academics
in that discipline. In practice, things are different: universities
with medical schools depend on the University Grants
Committee for all but a tiny fraction of their funds. So the
UGC reaches "understandings" with universities about how
many medical places they will make available, but, for practical
purposes, its control of finance is such that these informal
agreements are mandatory. "Earmarked" grants are not
usually made, and universities are then left to finance medical
expansion as they may within their total allocation. So an
unexpected and apparently unnecessary stage in the process
means that the heads of university medical departments have
to argue with their non-medical colleagues for adequate
funding-no easy task when in real terms the total budget is
often reduced.

In turn, the UGC's theoretical independence may be just as
much a facade as the extravagant Regency one it exists behind
in Park Crescent. The fact is that when it comes to medical
numbers the widely respected members ofthe UGC often have
little choice other than to allocate the orders placed by minis-
terial officials from the DHSS. There, as in all ministries, the
Pavlovian reflex of always asking for more is well established
and in the matter of medical numbers is not easily broken-
particularly given the recent heavy losses of trained doctors
to practise abroad.

Clinical professors might be expected to wield at least some
influence on the scene. They are often criticised as globe-
trotters, but, because of these wide international contacts,
many have better first hand information about world medical
manpower than most other doctors. Many of these professors,
however, work in medical schools committed to expansion,
and hence a conflict of interest immediately arises. Their
long-promised new hospitals, new medical schools, new staff
all depend on such expansion, so-despite their personal mis-
givings about a future increase in the number ofnew doctors-
they find themselves having to argue the case for expansion.
In turn, vice-chancellors have similar pressure put upon them,
as the call of "medical expansion" seems the one which can
influence the UGC to relax its purse-strings.

Ministries function on the old army basis of asking for twice
as much as you really know you will get, and ultimately
making do on what their Minister can achieve in cabinet; they
are thereby provided with a comprehensive and automatic
excuse for any deficiencies in their performance. So, presuming
the right course for Britain to be following at present is a
reduction in medical student numbers, it is beyond belief
that a minister would have the courage to ask for fewer.

In solving this problem we must emphasise four main points.
Firstly (because governments have responded to public
pressure that more doctors are a good thing), that there is now
a real danger of serious and imminent overproduction of
doctors all over the western world. Secondly, that the evidence
of overproduction is clear enough to rule out the charge that
it is mere propaganda by self-interested groups such as junior
doctors who foresee unemployment. Thirdly, that decisions
cannot wait for the Royal Commission to report. Fourthly, that
the question needs continuous review-no once and for all
answer is possible-and a manpower forum,7 9 possibly similar
to the Review Body, has much to commend it.
As things stand at present, difficult decisions fall to the

Secretary of State. But, as Maclure says ofthe teacher problem,
"getting the planning right depends as much on political nerve

as it does on statistics." The nature of the decision on medical
student numbers and the time scale of its consequences make
it unrealistic to expect that anyone with the power to act will
have the political incentive to do so. So it would be wise to take
such decisions out of politics. We may have no Lemuel
Gulliver to solve our problems for us (though, happily, he
was responsible for the victory of the small-enders), but these
do need considering in an atmosphere of calm, disinterest, and
objectivity.
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Brucellosis-going?
Is the campaign for eradicating brucellosis from British cattle
making good enough progress ? What is the extent of active
brucella infection in the people of Great Britain? And how
may the diagnosis of brucellosis in man be most easily and
reliably confirmed in this country at present ?

In March 1976, in Glasgow, a medical-veterinary sym-
posium organised by McAllister' devoted a day to studying
these and other questions about brucellosis. There is en-
couraging evidence that the campaign to eradicate the disease
from cattle may enter its final phase in 1980.2 The task must not
be underestimated. Special measures are needed to detect
infection-there is no equally convenient equivalent of the
tuberculin skin test, which played so important a part in
eradicating tuberculosis from cattle. Careful planning is also
required to avoid disruption of farming and to maintain sup-
plies of milk during the process of eradication. Estimates based
on previous surveys suggested that 3000 of herds were in-
fected; and current serological tests put the figures at around
14%. Serological diagnosis in cattle was complicated by the
use of live S19 vaccine in cattle older than six months, and
special measures had to be introduced to safeguard uninfected
herds, to provide adequate compensation for slaughtered in-
fected animals, and to ensure adequate numbers of replace-
ments. By the end of 1975 there were 104 000 United Kingdom
herds (65%) in the eradication scheme; in Scotland3 the
corresponding figures were 24 000 (900%).

Latency of infection is a problem, as is the relatively small
staff available to deal not only with brucellosis but also with
the control of other important infections of livestock. The
rewards of success, however, will be considerable to both
agriculture and human health and may be held to justify the
estimated cost of eradication, which is not less than f150
million.2 We may look forward hopefully to 1980. The true
number of active cases in the United Kingdom is hard to
estimate.4 In 1975, the figure for England was put at 600 new
cases each year5; but Henderson,6 basing his opinion on careful
clinical assessment combined with serological findings, put the
figures for England at 217 in 1973 and 162 in 1974.
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